MONTHLY SUBMISSIONS

Agencies are encouraged to submit their NIBRS statistics on a monthly basis. We ask that you make these submissions by the 10th of each month. We know all of you have many responsibilities and we appreciate your cooperation and prompt attention. Your help allows all of us to meet publication deadlines at the state and national levels.

Thank you!

Credit Card/Automatic Teller Machine Fraud

If the type of offense within a given incident is Credit Card/Automatic Teller Machine Fraud (26B) then, the type of property obtained must be noted. Therefore, a property description is required. Under this offense the type of property that was gained from the fraudulent use of the card should be entered, not the actual card. Examples of the types of property obtained by the fraudulent use might range from Merchandise, Jewelry/Precious Metals, Money, all the way to Consumable Goods and Alcohol.

Special Property Description

If a given incident involves stolen, damaged, burned, counterfeited, or seized property it may be necessary to notate the type of property involved by choosing the most relevant property description from the categories provided through NIBRS. One property description choice is “99” (Blank). “99” (Blank) is a special property description category used by the NIBRS to compile statistics on certain designated types of property which are the object of theft fads. Within some records management software this “99”, (Blank) property description is referred to within the property choices as “special”. This property description is only available for reporting use when the FBI deems necessary. Please do not use the 99 Blank property description unless you receive notification from ACIC.